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Agenda PSF Xray Meeting #3 
 
1. Assign experimentalists for Diamond I03 (MAD) Dec 16.  
Tien-Chye Tan, Esben Quistgaard, Rebecca Bakszt + two crystals from Norway. 
The two Norway crystals might either be done remotely by Norway users or by the experimentalists 
above.  Lionel sends protein for finding calcium by a Fluorescence scan. 
 
2. Future PSF beamtime applications 
First drafts for BESSY and DIAMOND applications 2012 send to Jodie, Herwig and Tim before Christmas. 
Martin Moche and other research groups outside the Stockholm ESRF BAG should approach Jodie for 
writing a common BioStructX application. 
 
Info from Gunter Schneider: 
Applications for synchrotron travel and housing will be received by BioStructX that returns coupons for 
travel and housing to European synchrotrons except ESRF that have their own system.  The coupons are 
distributed to applicants that decide when and where to use them.  BioStructX will give higher grades to 
research applications involving many methods such as SAXS, protein production and crystallography etc. 
 
3. New PSF Xray charges January 2012 
- Mosquito/Phoenix  – To be calculated 
- LCP    – To be calculated 
- Liquid nitrogen. 
For each synchrotron trip the Excel sheet with crystals should be send to Martin Moche enabling sharing 
of costs according to the Liquid Nitrogen model below.  PSF might need to purchase another medium 
sized dewar since the PN-dewar will likely be taken up to Floor 5. 
 
4. Various updates 
 
5. PSF-Xray user requests 
Rosetta Molecular Replacement added into the PHENIX software. 
 
Background: 
1. Assign experimentalists for Diamond I03 (MAD) Dec 16.  
- http://sgc.ki.se/PSF/Xray/BeamtimeSchedule.html 
- Should we do on-site, remote or hybrid data collection? 
 
2. Future PSF beamtime applications 
A)  Today all PSF Xray users are already welcome to use PSF beamtime!  
B)  We invite PSF Xray users to contribute to our BESSY and DIAMOND beamtime applications. 
C) Today DIAMOND beamtime (BAG) is shared with several other research groups in Stockholm while 
PSF is solely responsible for the BESSY beamtime – now we want more research groups joining our 
applications. 
D) Ultimately data collection resources could be spared if collecting data on each others projects 
 

http://sgc.ki.se/PSF/Xray/BeamtimeSchedule.html


PSF beamtime support 
- PSF is taking no charges except when sending Martin Moche to collect data at various beamlines.  
- PSF support all its beamtime events administratively (application writing, Form A, safety, badges etc). 
 
3. New PSF Xray charges January 2012 
 
-Mosquito/Phoenix 
The PSF Xray charges are calculated on running Phoenix as the crystallization robot. Since we purchased 
a Mosquito-LCP and kept the Phoenix for 96-well liquid transfer the Mosquito experiment charges will 
be re-caclulated.  
 
-LCP 
For LCP experiments monoolein and detergents used for making the LCP phase might be considered as 
the protein batch i.e. something the user need to provide! There is currently no standard LCP solution 
that is suitable for all LCP experiments and therefore the experimentalists need to invest mental energy 
in getting an optimal mixture suitable for their protein sample. PSF will maintain mono-olein for 
demonstrations and testing. 
 
- Liquid Nitrogen 
Liquid N2 is the largest cost associated with our standing Bruker Xray and each weekly refill is about 
2500 kr.  Since liquid N2 is still needed for freezing crystals PSF want to share cost with other research 
groups using PSF liquid nitrogen preparing synchrotron trips.  When PSF charges for data collection 
liquid nitrogen charges are included.   
 
We propose the following to be discussed at the meeting: 
A)  PSF makes sure there is liquid nitrogen at floor 3 (as today). 
B)  PSF pays all invoices to AGA gas (as today) 
C)  80% of the liquid nitrogen cost is distributed between synchrotron trips. 
 
Example: 
During Q4 2011 there were four synchrotron trips using PSF liquid nitrogen – one charged by PSF. 
Then PSF pays 20+20=40% of the total liquid N2, while 60% would be distributed on the number of 
crystals send by the participating research groups. This means sending the Excel sheets of your crystals 
to PSF for each synchrotron trip using floor 3 nitrogen. 
 
4. Various updates 
 
Mosquito-LCP and LCP-imaging 
Mosquito-LCP testing on Friday Nov 18 went very well.  The SwissCI LCP plate containing a single SBS 
formatted plate and and a single plastic tape good for imaging was found easy to use compared to the 
Laminex LCP plate where two bases and three seals has to be assembled meaning two different 
alternatives for the Mosquito-LCP run and six different alternatives for imaging. LCP imaging using the 
new software plugin is not yet working likely due to the lower image quality obtained in the 20C imager 
compared to the 4C imager.  The LCP plates are subjected to “normal” imaging and we are working to 
solve the LCP imaging problem. 
 


